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GBB/ VSR10 Hop Up Ultimate Version!! 
 

Do you know the larger the contact area between the pressure point and BB, the more stable the flight trajectory. 
 

  

  

50° for FPS compatibility UP to 360 FPS 

60° for FPS compatibility 295 ~ 390 FPS     

70° for FPS compatibility 360 ~ 460 FPS 

80° for FPS compatibility 480+ FPS 

  

  

 

Aim Top pressure point with a horizontal block design, improves the surface area which contacts with the BB, it provides more stability 

with the trajectory. BB shoots perfectly without tilt and will not decrease the speed. 

 

 

Features:  

* lightly narrow entrance for better sealing to achieve more consistent power output 

* Increased the maximum velocity and accuracy 

* Helps improve the air tightness as well as consistency from shot to shot 

* Easy to adjust the hop range 

* The effect is more significant with 0.30g+ BBs 

* Suitable for WE/Marui / KJ GBB Pistols and VSR-10 compatible air cocking rifles      

* Material: High Durability Rubber 
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What’s Special about “CANYON” AEG HOP UP BUCKING??  

                           

 
                                       
 
 
 

 

Made of nitrile rubber (Hs50), and has high oil resistant and abrasion resistance. 

          

cutting a notch in the rib center 
BB bullets are held at 2 points 
resulting in a straight trajectory 

Enhances maximum range 

performance 

Increase hop up accuracy and   

consistency 
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“CANYON” AEG HOP UP BUCKING SERIES 

 

                Blue  => 50° for Muzzle velocity below 110m/s 

        Green => 60° for Muzzle velocity 90-120 m/s 

        Gray  => 70° for Muzzle velocity 120-150 m/s 

           Red  => 80° for Muzzle velocity over 150 m/s 

               

                              

                               AEG Hop Up Spacer / Tensioner Nub 
Aim Top developed a combination of two types of surface design, allowing you to freely choose either side corresponding to different Hop-Up Rubbers. 

This solid contact allows different Hop-Up Rubbers centers the BB inside the barrel and eliminates the excess lateral movement as the BB passes 

through the hop up bucking.                                  

                                   

  

              

                       

 

 

                                       

The concave shape surface provides the 

BEST hop up rubber bucking to BB surface 

contact. 

 

The "cylindrical" surface is suitable for 

double-bumped Hop up rubbers. 

Deliver precise, high surface area contact to the hop 

up bucking for better accuracy and performance.  
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APS2 / TYPE 96 HOP UP RUBBER 
 

  

                                                                                    

                                                      The inside enlarged the special rounded contact surface,                                                              

                                                      heavy BBs can be set in a constant rotation to allow for maximum adjustment  

                                                      and increase overall performance of your sniper rifle. 

                                                             

             80°      60°      70°                                                                                               

                                                                           

           

 

 
 

 
 
            
 
Highlighted features  

            Hight quality anti-oil rubber material and improved durability 
effectively extend the range by enhancing the velocity 

 

 

 

 

Compatible with: 

* Well MB01,04,05,06,08,13,14,15 

* Action Army Type 95 

* Maruzen Type 96 
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         140% Enhanced Hammer Spring for GLOCK Series GBB Pistols 
                    

                                     

                                                             

High quality steel wire construction                                                              

                                                             
Power increased 140% 

                                                             
Reduce slide resistance 

                                                             
Reduce trigger resistance 

 
 

 
 
 

For WE / MARUI /KJ /VFC / Stark Arms G-Series GBB      
 

                                                                                                                                 

 Material: High Quality Germany SWP Steel Wire 
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Silicone / Teflon / Oil Series for AEG / GBB  
High quality teflon and silicon grease are essentials for your Airsoft AEG Gearbox and gas blowback slides and frames. 

         

* Fully insoluble and water repellent                         * Resistant to High and Low Temperatures (-45C to +180C) 

* Clean and low-order lithium complex formula               * Great All-Purpose grease 

* Enhanced with PTFE for optimal performance               * Non-corrosive on copper, metal and plastic 

* Resists washing off, melting, freezing and extreme heat       * Wear resistance with good sound elimination 

* Appropriate for outdoor use 

Evaporation Loss: 0.1%   Oil separation: 2%   
        

                             
           30g                                   30g                                    50 ml 
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Silicone / Teflon / Oil Series for AEG / GBB  
This unique formula was made for use with all types of metals, plastics, and rubbers. 

    

Frost-proof to -40F 

 

 

 

Silicone oil will help with improving O-rings performance of your equipment to reduce friction, as well as wear and tear on moving parts 

                  

  

Formula G 32°F/0° Alcohol  

Anti-Freeze Additive for Gas Magazines 
 

Gas magazine anti-freeze additive aids in resisting 

the freezing effect from rapid fire  

/ hard use 

 

Apply a few drops through the output valve 

before filling with gas. 
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                     AIRSOFT GAS /CO2  

              
 
 A consistent pressure airsoft green gas. A special blend of C3H8 and silicon oil for improved consistency and to help preserve your air seals.  
 This green gas has gone through 3X the odor removal process to remove the smell commonly found with other airsoft green gas. 

 

 

Premium precision grade made in Taiwan with 

world-leading equipment directly of 12g Co2 

cartridges. 

 

Maximum diameter = 18.90mm 

50 can per inner box. 


